Alpha Awakened: Alpha Pack, Book I (Dormant Desires 1)

*This is Edition #4 Of Alpha Awakened,
Edited and Expanded! Please look for
OMEGA RISING & LUMEN in the
Dormant Desires Series as the second and
third installments in this story.... This is a
novella and will be approximately a 4 hour
read. Also available in print and on audio!
***The chances of Jacob and Allison ever
meeting are against all odds. Jacob is a
billionaire philanthropist from Scotland
and Allison is a horse trainer from northern
California. One transatlantic flight later
and their shared destines are now entangled
in unimaginable ways. A new ferocious
passion has been ignited in both and denied
through
time
and
distance.
Transformations dim the fires of desire in
one and ignite a conflagration in the other.
One can heal the damaged soul and one can
awaken the other. Will they decipher the
riddle of their united genetics before it is
too late? *** ***She licked her lips. Why
didnt he kiss her? Why didnt he touch her?
He just kept staring at her, breathing
through his nose and pulsing his jaw as if
he were trying to make a choice. Was
touching her a choice? To her, it felt more
like a biting need, something mandatory
and so acute it was killing her... Graphic
content. 18+ mature audience only.
*****DISCLAIMER: My stories are fun,
sexy, erotic, naughty, comedic, highly
inappropriate pieces of fiction. They are
not masterpieces of literature. Often, vapid,
vain, unbelievable, two-dimensional and
fictional characters are portrayed. As hard
as I try, and there will always be errors. Im
an Indie author and I try to put out the best
product possible, but if you expect
perfection in grammar and punctuation,
this title is not for you. My stories are the
most unique you will ever read, but there
will always be easily found imperfection in
everything I do. If you find offense in
politically incorrect dialog, terribly
naughty language, and obscene situations,
then again, this is not a read for you. No
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grammar Nazis, no prudes; no humans
below the age of 18. This is a work of
fiction and the author is unapologetic about
its tasteless content or the few errors you
will certainly find. None of the characters
portrayed are remotely close to anyone in
real life; living or dead. Werewolves,
Demons, the world of the Fae, or immortal
nymphomaniac aliens, DO NOT exist.
Please have fun and enjoy.
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